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Abstract 

 

MetaMetrics researchers developing a theory of task difficulty in mathematics needed a 

tool to generate large quantities of mathematics items with specific feature criteria. The “math 

item generator,” or MIG project, was undertaken in order to make affordable the creation of 

mathematics items at scale. This paper describes three approaches to item generation – steps, 

step-sets, and orchestrations – along with constraints that can be combined to produce 

mathematics items.   The last section of the paper talks about the integration and implementation 

of the MIG. 
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Construction of a Dynamic Item Generator for K-12 Mathematics 

 

MetaMetrics researchers developing a theory of task difficulty in mathematics needed a 

tool to generate large quantities of mathematics items with specific feature criteria. The “math 

item generator,” or MIG project, was undertaken by our Engineering group in order to make 

affordable the creation of mathematics items at scale. Hence the MIG tagline: We don’t solve 

problems. We make them. 

 

Reasons for the MIG 

 Some methods of item creation are relatively quick and inexpensive, but lack granular 

feature controls. Pure template based item creation, for example, is well suited to tasks for which 

no key features vary. But in order to facilitate task difficulty research, it was necessary to 

account not only for item validation, but also for identification and quantification of the 

components of difficulty in mathematical tasks. Such requirements make the creation of 

mathematics items a vastly more complex and expensive endeavor than it may appear on its face. 

 The MIG has passed through several iterations as our understanding of these 

issues has expanded, driven by two primary goals: facilitating task difficulty research, and 

reducing the cost of item generation.  

 The MIG reduces the time needed to create multiple mathematics items sharing similar 

features. It also enables the modification of key features to test how item difficulty is affected. 

Additionally, the MIG leverages common misconceptions to create distractors for multiple-

choice items. Creating distractors in this way helps to pinpoint trouble spots for learners. 

 

What is the MIG? 

The MIG is a piece of software that allows users to request mathematics items with 

specified families, features, inputs, and outputs. Within the MIG there are “generators” that 

create (generate) items of a specific family. For example, the Addition Generator will create 

addition items ranging from single-digit addition without regrouping, to multi-digit addition 

including multi-digit decimals, negative numbers and regrouping. 
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Generator Design: Templates 

During early versions of the MIG, a generator was a pure template. Each generator only 

knew the exact type of item it would create and how to create it. These rigid generators were a 

stepping stone that revealed flaws and helped guide future iterations. 

 From a software development and system performance standpoint, obvious inefficiencies 

became evident, such as duplication of processes across similar generators, the inability to 

modify item features, excessive time consumed in the creation of generators, and difficulty in 

maintaining and updating existing generators.  

    As work on the MIG progressed, the main development goals were to keep the software 

maintainable yet flexible enough to produce a large variety of mathematics items, and to ensure 

that the creation of new generators was as painless as possible for developers.   

 

Generator Design: Steps and Step-Sets 

The next iteration of the MIG introduced steps and step-sets, a design which reduced 

duplication of code across generators. This design also greatly increased the maintainability of 

generators. Since steps and steps-sets could be used in multiple generators, if any step or steps-

set was changed, it would be instantly updated for all generators that used it. 

 A step is an individual mathematical operation. Each step takes N number of inputs and 

returns M number of outputs. Below is an example of an addition step. 

 

 

A step-set is a group of steps that, when combined, represent a repeatable mathematical 

process. An example of a step-set would be “simplifying a fraction.” Simplifying fractions can 

be broken into multiple steps (e.g., GCD, multiplication). Recreating the steps for each fraction 
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generator would be error prone and tedious. Instead, it can be packaged as a reusable construct 

that acts like an individual step. Below is an example of the “simplifying a fraction” step-set. 

 

This iteration of the MIG still suffered from some maintainability issues and problems in 

creation of generators. Specifically the generators themselves were still templates that had a 

static order for their steps. To remedy these issues, in the most recent version of the MIG 

orchestrations were added.     

An orchestration is a path of “logic gate” like structures that each have inputs/outputs to 

other gates inputs/outputs. The logic gate like structures within an orchestration can be steps, 

step-sets, or other orchestrations. Below is an example of an orchestration for adding two 

fractions with the values of 2/10 and 3/10: 

 

 

 

With the advent of orchestrations; steps and step-sets can now snap together in a very 

quick and painless way. This allows for the quick creation of new generators and the ability for 

generators to add required steps on the fly.  
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After making these changes to the MIG, it became much easier to quickly create 

generators and also improved maintainability.  Creating reusable steps and step-sets helped 

alleviate the duplication of code across similar generators.  Orchestrations were a key factor in 

reducing the time and effort required to create new generators in addition to improving 

maintainability. 

 

Misconceptions and Distractors 

In an effort to diagnose student’s trouble spots, the MIG uses common misconceptions 

students may have with a given mathematics item to create distractors. If the student selects 

distractors repeatedly with the same misconception the test administrator can log the trouble 

spots to help inform later instruction. 

Computers and humans do math in very different ways. However, for the purpose of 

diagnosing a student’s trouble spots, the MIG must mimic a human’s process as close as 

possible. Take for example the problem 87 + 28 = ? Below is an example of a human’s steps: 

 

 

 

A human would work through the problem by first adding 8 and 7, which results in 15. 

The second step is to carry the 1 and place a 5 under the ones column. Then add 1, 8 and 2, 

which results in 11. The next step would be to carry the 1 and place a 1 under the tens column. 

The final step would to drop the 1 into the hundreds column and get the answer of 115.  

A computer (at the software level) takes the numbers 87 and 28 and in an atomic 

operation returns the number 115. Keep in mind, this is a very high level view of computer 

addition, the computer is actually doing much more but it is abstracted away.  

In order to mimic the human steps, the MIG splits the numbers into individual digits 

remembering what place they are in. It then adds all the ones digits, checks if the result is greater 
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than or equal to 10, if so, it splits the number into its digits and sets the ones digit as part of the 

answer. It continues to do this until there are no numbers to add (including regrouped numbers). 

Once it’s complete, the generator multiplies the ones digit by 1, tens by 10, hundreds by 100, etc. 

and then adds them all together.  

 Since the MIG mimics the same steps as a human does, common misconceptions can be 

introduced to get the distractor foils. For instance, one misconception for addition is skipping the 

regrouping step. When the MIG generates one of its foils it runs through the problem again but 

this time mutates the steps by skipping the first regrouping step. The foil created would be 105. 

 Misconceptions can be added to any step and are inherited by step-sets and 

orchestrations. When the users request items they can also request the type of misconceptions to 

introduce and an item with those distractors will be produced. Populating distractors with 

responses indicative of particular misconception is a common practice both in human item 

writing and in automatic item generation (Graf, 2005; Sinharay & Johnson, 2013). 

     

Input/Output Constraints and Patterns 

When creating an item with a specific predicated difficulty it is important to control the 

item’s values (inputs). Correct answers (outputs) for items should also have acceptable values to 

choose from.  

 Each generator has specific inputs and outputs. For most generators the inputs coincide 

with the operands needed for that item, and the outputs are the results. For example, the 

Subtraction Generator has two inputs named “subtrahend” and “minuend”. It also has an output 

constraint named “difference”. 

 The user can request that each individual constraint is: a specific number, a number from 

a range, a number from a list, or a mix and match or ranges and lists. For instance, if the user 

requires the minuend to be selected from the range -100 to 100 or the number 200 that can be 

specified within the constraint system. If instead the user would like to work with decimals, 

simply add a decimal point and append the number of zeroes for each digit. The input 1.00:2.00 

would use any decimal number up to the hundredth between 1 and 2. 

 In addition to the constraint system, the inputs can use the pattern system. The pattern 

system lets the user select acceptable values for each digit in the constraint. The patterns have the 

same flexibility as the constraints but with a few caveats. The digit can be set to: a number, a 
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range of numbers, a list of numbers, or a mix of list and range values. The number can NOT 

however be negative, greater than 9, or a decimal. 

 To use the pattern system, the user should first set a constraint for the base of the number 

and then use the pattern system to act on the specific digit. For example, with a constraint of 

10:50 and the pattern set to only allow a 1, 4, or 5 in the tens digit and 0-2 in the ones digit, the 

allowed numbers would be: 10, 11, 12,  40, 41, 42,  and 50. 

 The constraint system allows for the complete control over inputs and outputs when the 

generator constructs an item. This also means that items can be forced to have specific results (if 

possible). The MIG tries to create an item based on those inputs roughly 100 times. If the MIG is 

successful, it will return an encoded object that meets the requirements given by the user. Each 

time it fails it will attempt a new combination of the requested inputs. If the MIG fails to find an 

item within 100 attempts it will return an error message to the user.  

 

Options and Flags 

Another way the MIG controls predicted item difficulty is by toggling specific features of 

an item to be allowed/disallowed or modified via a set of flags and/or options. The flags and 

options have default values in order to make general item creation quicker, but can be altered per 

request.  

 For example, the Subtraction Generator has the flags “allow borrow” and “allow 

negatives”. By default, the flags are both set to True. If you set the “allow borrow” to False, the 

problem will not allow borrows in any step, this works on any subtraction item. 

 

Items with Images 

Many mathematics items are not strictly numbers and operations. Some items need 

images of geometric shapes, graphs, or other objects. For example, a mathematics item may 

require objects for counting or lines drawn with particular slopes. The MIG uses a drawing 

library to create requested images on the fly. The image is then encoded for ease of transfer and 

rendering on the client side.  

 

Stem and Foil Design (Formatter and Renderer) 
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Applications that display mathematics items may need different display types. Item’s 

foils and stem are generated using display renderers. The current renderers available generate the 

output of the item as one of the following: text, LaTeX, or HTML. For instance, a mathematics 

item created with the HTML renderer will give the item useful markup and styles in order to 

display properly on a web page. 

Student’s understanding of a mathematical concept or proficiency in a mathematical skill 

can be assessed by a variety of tasks and the response given a variety of formats. Each generator 

has specific stem and foil display formats based on what an item of that type would require. For 

example, the Addition Generator has the capability for the stem to display vertically, 

horizontally, with images, or as a sentence.  

Independent of the stem format, the MIG can set the foil format with different options in 

order to achieve items that can have pictures, shapes, text, or numbers as foils for a selected stem 

type. For example, the user may be creating a worksheet (PDF) for various addition problems. 

The user may request that the items be generated with the LaTeX renderer, have the stem display 

as images (apples for example), and have the foils be displayed as plain numbers. 

 

MIG Usage 

The MIG implements a simple web interface for requesting and delivery of items. A user 

will send a message to the MIG with information specific to the item requested (item type, flags, 

constraints, and patterns) and receive the item in a response. The MIG stores no information 

about the item sent or any response from a student. It is only used to power student item taking 

and reporting software. Users will request items from the MIG, but must handle item display, test 

delivery, data collection and storage on their own. 

Scalability and caching.  The MIG has been designed to be used in numerous projects 

with varying load. The MIG itself is a self-contained and stateless machine which allows it to run 

multiple instances without issue. Autoscaling could be put in place along with a load balancer to 

pass users off to low load instances.  

 Each request to the MIG is handled by a web server and given its own process to run. 

Since the MIG has no other network or hard drive access to bottleneck processes, adding 

additional CPU cores to the server should increase performance. 
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 The MIG has many generators for items that are CPU and memory intensive to create. 

For instance, a fraction problem could have images to denote the operands. Instead of recreating 

those images every time a user requests the same item, the MIG caches the item in a non-

relational database. The next request for the exact same item (and parameters) will do a lookup 

and pull the cached version increasing response time and reducing wasted cycles. 

     

Next Steps 

The MIG has come a long way in producing mathematics items that are useful for testing 

item difficulty and creation of items for online practice. There is always room for improvement 

and interesting ideas to try. 

 The future for the MIG is wide open and may go in many different directions. One of the 

most important additions is verifying how many complex and difficult mathematical concepts the 

MIG could accommodate. Another powerful feature would be adding more misconceptions for 

items to pick from and tagging those misconceptions so users of the MIG could hone in on the 

specific difficulty the student is having. 

 In the future we would like to build a separate tool that would allow for item family 

groups to be created and automatically generate all possible combinations of flags, options, and 

constraints. This tool, in conjunction with the MIG, would find acceptable combinations for each 

item family group and throw away any combinations that do not make sense. This would greatly 

reduce how much time it would take to create valid mathematics items for each item family. 
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